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Humanity is a greater danger to itself than the COVID-19 virus is a danger to humanity. The
author describes the COVID-19 outbreak during the entire past period of the COVID-19
outbreak, based on objective observations, data collection, broader insights and based on his
own views. According to the author's opinion, the world from all countries has too late
accepted the situation, political leaders and their experts have made great mistakes in times
and measures and in fact humanity has proclaimed itself the doom of socio-economic
downturn in the aftermath period. The opinion document also describes the
recommendations on how we, as a more inclusive united world, may gradually continue our
“new Life” from the current situation. A SHIELD protocol is provided to be better prepared in
the future and to take more adequate actions while maintaining respect for people and
nature
The hard conclusion is that, on the basis of all the facts, it can be stated that in this situation the fear
and panic and the shortage of IC care capacity that can be understood, but should absolutely not have
led to the current crisis. Acceptance now must lead to a healthy way back to a new kind of life.
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The author proposes a new model, the SHIELD METHOD REGEER ®
SHIELD : Sophisticated Healthy Intelligent Ending and Limitation of Disease -escalation(s).
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Author is absolutely against total lockdown, which has major social and economic consequences. Social
isolation and government-imposed (too) large restrictions of freedom can affect people in all their
dimensions and can make people very susceptible to disease, and not only that, but history shows that
social unrest, looting and rebellion of the poor and deprived persons in society can be a consequence
that should not be underestimated. Human rights, which are now temporarily in restriction of freedom,
are also endangered, and it is hoped that the world will ensure that these restrictions of freedom are
lifted in time and not become permanent in some countries! The lockdown is destroying the economy
for a long time with tens of percent downward spirals and long-term loss of millions of jobs and makes
the already fragile financial system more vulnerable.
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The "lock down" remedy can be worse than the disease!
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In a separate document, the author describes the SHIELD model Regeer®, a method that can now be
used in clear step-by-step plans with phase 3 as a final measure in the various countries in the further
course of the current COVID-19 outbreak in 2020. And in any future the next virus outbreak, the SHIELD
model Regeer® will be hopefully the maximum measure.
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Subsequently, in this document the great outbreak of the current COVID-19 is described in many details
and placed in a broader context from the concept of “ACCEPTANCE”. The author aims to clarify the
many misconceptions, wrong timing of measures, wrong security measures, miscommunication,
geographical spread, macho politics, money, power, corruption and potential conflicts of interest that
can backfire.

Accountability
The author, Leo Regeer, states explicitly that he is not an expert in virology, economics or politics, nor
does he pretend to be a certain scientific level. He wrote the document from his RADAR Method
Regeer®, which he developed in the 1990s.
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He justifies himself on the basis of his nearly fifty years of practical and theoretical knowledge as well as
his (inter) national work and life experience in society and health care. The reader is allowed to
distribute this document and literal citations are acknowledged. The author hopes that his opinion will
contribute to a broad discussion.
Calling all radio stations and DJs to play the following song three times a day:
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